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Innovative Logistics Technology & 

Trends: The Hyperloop 

 

Technology is playing a critical role in shaping 

the future of logistics. 

  

What is the Hyperloop?  

Hyperloop is a technological concept introduced by Robert H. Goddard (considered the father of 

modern rocketry) and then recognized and further explored by Ellon Musk, Founder of SpaceX, 

Tesla Motors, and SolarCity. Drawing from the initial concept exposed by Robert H. Goddard, 

Musk proposed the Hyperloop Alpha model. 

http://www.terrafreightforwarder.com/
http://articles.cyzerg.com/infographic-emerging-technology-shaping-the-future-of-logistics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_H._Goddard
http://www.spacex.com/sites/spacex/files/hyperloop_alpha-20130812.pdf
http://articles.cyzerg.com/innovative-logistics-technology-trends-the-hyperloop
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The Hyperloop concept is intended to be a high speed transportation system for passengers and 

cargo that can go from zero to 550 mph in less than one minute while consuming very low levels 

of energy. 

This is achieved by creating a low pressure environment within a tube which carries a capsule 

that floats on the air with no support other than a magnetic field – magnetic levitation. This 

capsule is propelled using a low energy electrical motor and is capable of traveling at higher and 

faster speeds due to the absence of physical friction and low air resistance. 

Think of the Hyperloop as a supersonic train floating on its track through the use of magnetism 

and contained within a tube with almost no air resistance.  

 

 

Source: Forbes 

http://www.terrafreightforwarder.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetic_levitation
http://blogs-images.forbes.com/bruceupbin/files/2015/02/0210_hyperloop-diagram_1200.jpg
http://cdn2.hubspot.net/hubfs/2199347/blog-files/0210_hyperloop-diagram_1200.jpg?t=1483558698690
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How could it contribute to the Logistics and 

Supply Chain Industry? 

It is difficult to understand all the contributions this technology will bring to the industry but we 

can draw some logical conclusions based on the information that has been released so far. 

The most obvious contribution this invention will make to the industry is increasing cargo 

delivery speeds. According to Port Technology, the Hyperloop can reach speeds of over 550 

mph. This can easily turn what is now a 3 hour trip into 10 minutes. 

With the capsule moving at such quick speeds it will induce more frequent departures, eventually 

leading to on-demand transport with cargo leaving as much as every other minute. 

It is capable of holding a standard 40-foot intermodal container and has built in cargo security 

due to it operating in a point-to-point secured and dedicated environment – a tube. 

Hyperloop also has major contribution potential for green supply chains.  It is a carbon free 

mode of transportation that can also help alleviate traffic congestion on busy highways where 

trucks produce significant amounts of air pollution. While at the same time significantly reducing 

transportation costs due to low energy consumption. 

Not only is inland freight transportation revolutionized by this capsule, but also ocean and air 

freight transportation. It can transport cargo through tunnels, above ground and underwater. 

  

 

http://www.terrafreightforwarder.com/
https://www.porttechnology.org/news/hyperloop_the_future_of_cargo_transport
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What is the Status of the Hyperloop? 

It is a reality! It was recently tested and publicly demonstrated on May 11, 2016 in the Nevada.  

One of the companies leading the development of the Hyperloop is Hyperloop One, a company 

based out of Los Angeles and lead by former Cisco president Rob Lloyd. The company was co-

founded in 2014 by a former SpaceX propulsion engineer and venture capitalist Shervin 

Pishevar. 

With more than 150 employees the company has already raised more than 100 million dollars in 

funding from multiple investors - including the French National Rail Company and GE Ventures. 

The company has partnered with a number of companies with experience in design, construction 

and manufacturing to bring this project one step closer to reality. 

  

What’s next for Hyperloop? 

Finland, Sweden, The Netherlands, Switzerland, Dubai and the United Kingdom are conducting 

feasibility studies while the city of Moscow has signed a deal with Hyperloop One to explore 

building high-capacity passenger systems connected to Moscow’s transportation grid. 

The good news is that the company will be first targeting freight transportation with the goal of 

testing this innovative technology without putting at risk human lives. As per Rob Lloyd, CEO 

of Hyperloop One, the company expects to move cargo by 2019 and passengers by 2021. 

http://www.terrafreightforwarder.com/
https://hyperloop-one.com/
https://techcrunch.com/2016/05/10/hyperloop-technologies-becomes-hyperloop-one-pulls-in-80-million-and-announces-global-partners/
http://venturebeat.com/2016/06/21/hyperloop-one-parners-with-moscow-for-high-speed-transport-projects/
http://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/news/2016/05/11/hyperloop-one-debuts-future-tech-nevada-desert/84236120/
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To learn more about the Hyperloop One Company and the progress they are making on this 

revolutionary logistics technology, you can visit their website or follow them on Facebook. On 

their Facebook page, you can keep track of the progress there are making almost in real-time. 

Hector Sunol – Cyzerg / Terra Global Logistics 

http://www.terrafreightforwarder.com/
https://hyperloop-one.com/
https://www.facebook.com/HyperloopOne/

